Case study:

Packaging
Customer:

AFA Systems

Country:

Canada, Ontario

Solution:

On-demand Remote Connectivity

Benefits
 Reduce on site setup
staffing by 50%
 Hassle-free IT security
for the end user
 Improve services to
customers
 Allow AFA to update
customers software if
needed

AFA Systems – Reduce on
site staffing by 50% during
machine commissioning
AFA Systems, located in Brampton Ontario, is a leading provider of Custom Designed
Automation Solutions for a variety of applications including casing, packaging,
palletizing and high-speed assembly.
Through the innovative use of servo drives and automation, AFA creates an
environment where machine parameters become part of the packaging recipe. Each
time a different product comes to the machine, the packaging patterns and mechanical
stops are changed via touchscreen and the PLC program. AFA finds it makes good
financial sense to employ the Ewon COSY (COmmunication made eaSY) system in their
machine design.

Automation tuning from the office
According to David Langen, AFA’s Electrical Engineer, “In the past, the complexity and
importance of each machine required commissioning at the customer facility. New systems
required two engineering technicians; one who specialized in the mechanics of the machine
and another with background in the automation application. Invariably, the automation
specialist spent much of their time waiting for and reacting to mechanical changes.”

“Our experience with Ewon
has been so positive that
we regularly offer the product
to customers requesting field
visits.”
David Langen,
AFA’s Electrical Engineer.

The Ewon device allowed AFA Systems to send just a single mechanically focused person
out from the startup. “It takes 1-3 weeks to commission a new machine. With travel costs
running in the thousands of dollars per trip, it just made sense for us to apply the Cosy
system to our machines and do the final automation tuning from our location here in
Toronto.” says Langen.
But new machine applications aren’t the only use of Ewon at AFA. According to Mr. Langen,
“Our experience with Ewon has been so positive that we regularly offer the product to
customers requesting field visits. When a customer calls, I will give them a quick estimate of
the cost of a trip to their area (which includes airfare, rental car, hotel and living expenses.)
I then provide the option of sending a Cosy system along with wiring and installation
instructions. The installation is simple and the Ewon alternative is always a better value for
the customer. We can almost always make the needed adjustment from here.”

The TR-QCP Transrector Robotic Case Packer features
a case transporting system never before seen
in the case packing industry.

David Langen, AFA’s Electrical Engineer. AFA finds it makes good
financial sense to employ the Ewon COSY (COmmunication made
eaSY) system in their machine design.

The Cosy system allows the AFA engineering team to offer
better service to the customer. Again per David, “Typically,
our work onsite is distracting to the user. When our guys
are on site there is a subtle pressure to accommodate them
by shutting down the line so they can complete their work.
Often the line just can’t be easily shut down, so the engineer
just waits for the end of shift or a planned work stoppage.
With the Ewon system, the engineer can simply wait for the
best time for the customer; all the while performing other
productive work.”

We can easily access our customer’s system within a matter
of minutes. Customer networks remain secure and the costly
involvement of the customer IT department is minimized. For
smaller plants with very little infrastructure, Ewon allows the
customer to avoid calling in experts to make things work.”

Easy to use and secure for the end-user
With three years and over 40 Ewon systems of experience,
AFA Systems has noted a number of advantages to using
the devices. “For starters, the Ewon system has a unique
methodology for communicating over the internet.

But David pointed out another important driver for the
automation systems providers. “The cost of supporting
programming software has grown to the point that many
smaller users can’t keep up. Using the Ewon system solves
that problem because we are able to update the users
program with our own software. They avoid the hassles and
ongoing costs of maintaining the most up to date software.
Our engineer simply accesses their system, makes the needed
changes and puts them back online in a matter of minutes.
The whole thing is a win for everyone.”

Learn more on www.ewon.biz
The Ewon Cosy is an industrial VPN gateway designed to offer easy remote access, across the Internet, to machines and
installations on customer sites or in the field. OEMs and System Integrators can troubleshoot machines remotely without
going on site, drastically reducing support costs.
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Bakkersland goes automatic with eWON
remote maintenance
The main concern of the Bakkersland company is the possible standstill of
machinery in a production process. Any standstill situation could lead to
delays in the logistic process.
To avoid this kind of disruption, the Bakkersland Corporate implemented
a project in which was planned that every machinery would be
equipped with an eWON industrial router.
« We would like all suppliers to have direct access to their machines in our
production line », Dennis van Scheijndel, technical specialist and directly
involved with the technical automation at Bakkersland.

Standardization of the remote maintenance

The eWON routers are installed in the control room next to the PLC on the
DIN rail. The structure works online and can provide a remote supervision of
the machine to the operator through a secure VPN connection. The VPN
connection enables the operator to avoid virus and prevent outside people
from wanting to gain access to sensitive information.
« We therefore ask all our suppliers to install an eWON router on their
machines. They are easy to work with. Moreover, this equipment can
communicate with most common PLCs. We know that big suppliers such
as Kaak, WP Haton and Benier are familiar with eWON technology. Some
already install the router in the control cabinet next to the PLC. This allows for
a standardised remote maintenance solution.»

eWON Cosy

The Bakkersland corporate chose the eWON Cosy router as remote
maintenance system for their machinery. Compared to previous eWON
products, the Cosy interface has been significantly simplified. For instance,
the Cosy does not offer real time viewing on the built-in web server.
Also the data logging feature, as well as sending alarm messages or
scripting in Basic are no longer available while they were possible with the
previous eWON series.
Customer: Bakkersland
Country: Netherlands
Sector: Food (Bakery)
Solution: eWON Cosy

www.ewon.biz

It is not only us as a user who wins in
time; the machine manufacturer has no
further need to send an engineer out.
In particular, suppliers who are located
abroad benefit from this

Machines can talk
Vincent Wagenaar from Raster Products explains why: « eWON has
developed this product to meet the demand of a more simplified router
with only basic features. Routers equipped with many features are often
not used to their full potential. The Cosy eWON can be regarded as a
replacement for the traditional modem, whereby the Cosy establishes
an internet connection immediately, rather than using a telephone
connection.»

In means of eWON technology, the company
now provides reliable and more efficient services

What remain identical are the eWON options: direct access via a VPN
tunnel, (PLC) software uploads and downloads, access to IP cameras,
HMI and remote PC. As with the other series, the Cosy can be used to
communicate with PLCs from brands such as Siemens, Rockwell, Schneider,
Omron, Mitsubishi and Vipa.

Direct benefits

Van Scheijnde comments the multiple benefices of an eWON
structure: « If there is an alarm, the operator may be able to indicate
that a particular sensor is dirty or that the connection isn’t entirely
secured. If necessary, the supplier will be able to make changes to the
control.
It is not only us as a user who wins in time; the machine manufacturer
has no further need to send an engineer out. In particular, suppliers
who are located abroad benefit from this. I’m unable to give you
an insight into long-term usage as the routers were only installed
recently.»

The main concern of the company is
the possible standstill of machinery in a
production process. To avoid this, Bakkersland implemented an eWON industrial router in each machines
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VPN connections can be established using Talk2M, an eWON online
server. As soon as the manufacturer tries to connect to Talk2M, the
server will inform the router which will subsequently establish a VPN
connection with Talk2M.
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From the pasture to the table in security in
means of eWON
The BANSS company is a producer of automated slaughtering systems. As
the company is a leader in these terms of technology, its machines involve
very complex processes which the group decided to supervise through a
remote maintenance system provided by eWON.

Slaughtering process

The company cares about the species-appropriate handling and decided
to emphasis on quality in its production. Therefore, animal and consumer
protection are considered as a very high priority as well as the compliance
with hygiene standards.
Previously, the slaughtering was carried out manually by slaughtermen but
today, the market demand requires automation systems as the production
is increasing more and more. Moreover, the international standards
include specific hygiene and quality regulations that can’t be fulfil by small
backyard slaughterhouses.
The process of slaughtering is handled precisely in order not to inflict suffering
undue physical or psychological pain to the cattle.
For all this reason, the meat producers are increasingly using automation
and modern lines systems. BANSS is providing the solution in terms of
machinery for this kind of market and decided to equip its machines with
the eWON technology in order to perform process reliability.

Remote maintenance

« In this industry, it is particularly important that everything runs perfectly
and smoothly, from the individual machines to the conveyor technology. If
problems occur, reaction times need to be swift in order not to risk losing the
entire stock.
This is why we consistently use remote maintenance », explains an employee
of BANSS Electrotechnik. « If problems occur, we can access the controller
immediately, look at all the important parameters and minimise the error
quickly.»
Customer: BANSS corporate
Country: Germany
Sector: Food (slaughtering systems)
Solution: eWON Cosy 141

www.ewon.biz

You are immediately in the picture if
there are any problems, whoever is on
duty and whichever PC they are using
for internet access

Machines can talk
This eWON remote maintenance structure is solving issues in terms of
technician availability:
BANSS has customers all over the world and could not get a technician on
site as quickly as it would be required. Therefore, remote maintenance is the
solution. It’s also a solution for language barriers when operators from the
other side of the world report problems to the headquarters in Hessen.
BANSS was looking for a system fulfilling all factors: can be used anywhere in
the world, operated via a single interface and running on every PC - even
at the service technician’s home if he is on call over the weekend, etc.
BANSS is providing the solution in terms of
slaughtering machinery and decided to equip
its machines with the eWON technology in order
to perform process reliability

eWON Cosy

« The eWON Cosy remote maintenance router combined with the
established Talk2M Cloud Service was exactly the solution we were
looking for », explains an electrical engineer from BANSS. « You are
immediately in the picture if there are any problems, whoever is on
duty and whichever PC they are using for internet access.»
The combination between the established Talk2M cloud service and
the eWON COSY provides immediate remote internet access without
having to take the complexity of company-specific IT infrastructures
into consideration.
eWON COSY is designed for the maintenance of PLC brands. Using
such a structure will give you the feeling you are actually standing
next to the machine or system. The user-friendly programming and
setup tool and the transparent communication with most serial or
Ethernet-based controllers are also worthy of mention.

The process of slaughtering is handled
precisely in order not to inflict suffering
undue physical or psychological pain to
the cattle

The eWON range of devices can be completely configured via a web
interface. Configuration merely involves accessing the eWON device
via a web browser. This means the configuration of the eWON device
is completely independent of the browser and operating system.
The eWON COSY is particular by its simplicity and its easy of set-up.
The web interface guides the user through simple assistants to allow
successful set-up within minutes.
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Case study:

Agriculture
Customer:

Börger

Country:

Germany

Solution:

On-premises Data Monitoring

Benefits
 Quick and simple
integration into existing
IT infrastructure

 Additional services such
as alarms notifications
and data reports

 Capable to connect to
older Siemens PLCs
with the MPI/Profibus
interface

Remote maintenance in
agricultural engineering systems
The name Börger stands for premium quality when it comes to separation
technology. In order to guarantee it, the company sets very strict requirements
of its partners and suppliers. This is why they have opted for solutions from HMS
Industrial Networks for remote maintenance.
The medium-sized company boasts 290 employees at the headquarters in Borken and
branches all over the world. Börger develops, produces and markets eccentric rotor
pumps, chopping devices, separation technology, liquid discharge technology, stainless
steel containers and agitation technology for a wide range of industries all over the
world. The company’s philosophy is driven by the uncompromising requirements in
terms of quality, availability and service.
The customer’s requirement is at the centre of everything the company does. Mike
Eiting, repsonsible for business development at Börger, explains “We develop and build
exactly what the customer requires for their system. We can provide an assembly which
is ready for connection, or just the pump or the separator.”
“Bioselect” has proven to be a real best-seller: the eccentric rotor pump in this device
separates the liquid from the solid components of an original material. This is often used
for slurry, for example, as it allows a significant reduction in volume. The solids pressed
out make excellent litter for stalls or can be used as solids in biogas plants. The technology
on which the Bioselect is based is as simple as it is clever. The mixture is fed in via a pump
at optimum pressure and moved to the other end using a screw-conveyor. The liquid falls
through a circulating sieve, while the solids are pressed against a disc with a flexible bearing
at the end. The degree of drying can be varied as a function of the pressing force.

“Many customers have such
a positive experience that they
want to keep the option of
remote maintenance at any
time.”
André Remmelt,
Technician at Börger

PLC remote access
There is a PLC to govern speeds and pressures. And remote maintenance has been
key from the outset: “The applications on site do not always stay the same, so it is
good when you can react without somebody having to drive to the customer,” explains
Dominik Finke from the electronics workshop. For example, the composition of the
slurry is very much dependent on the animal feed. “If changes need to be made, then
we can provide quick, simple support,”.

Benjamin Ochsendorff from
Wachendorff with Börger experts
André Remmelt, Mike Eiting and
Dominik Finke.

The control cabinet for this Bioselect
contains an Ewon Cosy 131 router from
Wachendorff and a Siemens PLC.

The right router for each application
Often, the cost-effective Cosy 141 router is adequate, with its
4-way switch and MPI/Profibus interface, which has everything
required to connect both the older (S7-300) and newer
(S7-1200) controllers from Siemens.
Where there is no internet connection available, the Ewon Cosy
131 Cellular model is the right choice.
And for applications where simple remote access is not
sufficient, the Ewon Flexy router is used. This model allows data
recording and alarm notification for the controllers connected,
as required. The connection to the internal LAN is via WiFi
or the mobile network. “We use the Ewon Flexy routers for
example, when customers want status messages sent by SMS,”
explains Dominik FInke. For many Börger systems, the mobile
network is the most important method of communication, as
the systems are often fitted on mobile trailers.

What the team likes about Ewon solution
Börger’s industrial customers really appreciate the benefits of
remote maintenance based on Ewon and Talk2M.
Indeed, to enable quick, simple integration into the existing IT
infrastructure, only outgoing connections are opened both by
the Ewon routers and the connection software ‘eCatcher’. This
means both the firewall and the proxy server can be adjusted
without problems. Only the standard ports authorised
in most cases are used. The Ewon router and the service
technician with eCatcher “meet” in the Talk2M service portal,
where an encrypted VPN tunnel is established between the
service technician’s PC and the router. This uses established
security standards such as OpenVPN, SSL/TLS.

The mobile remote maintenance box is
sent to the customer if required. Once
they have tried it, most want to keep it.

The experts at Börger not only swear by the security
functions, but also on the options for central device and user
management in the Talk2M portal, which makes managing
multiple systems without ongoing costs much easier.
“The free version, Talk2M Free, is still enough for us at this
point; we now have remote maintenance for over 100 systems,
which we will gradually migrate to the professional version,
Talk2M Pro,” explains Andre Remmelt.
Talk2M Pro expands the functionality by adding more
simultaneous connections, easy administration of Ewon routers
and users in groups and extended firewall and password rules.

The clever ‘Remote Maintenance Box’
Not all customers want to invest in the option of remote
maintenance to begin with, or they have reservations. However,
if there is a need for adaptations later or there are unresolved
problems for the customer, then André Remmelt and his
colleagues simply send the remote maintenance box,
fitted with an Ewon router, to the customer by express courier.
“The box is pre-assembled and labelled. All you have to do is
plug it in and then we can see the system data and provide rapid
assistance or upload an update,” he explains. “Many customers
have such a positive experience that they want to keep the box
so they have the option of remote maintenance at any time.”
he beams.
“More and more technology is moving into the stalls. From the
milking machine to the ventilation or the photovoltaic system
on the roof, there is lots of data and error messages around.
Farmers today like to display these on a tablet, giving them an
overview around the clock,” explains Mike Eiting. “The option
of remote access is now something our agricultural customers
are specifically asking for.”

Learn more on www.ewon.biz
The Ewon Flexy is a multipurpose internet data gateway that allows Machine Builders to monitor
and collect vital KPIs for analysis and predictive maintenance.
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Hexa-Pac solves customer problems
remotely using eWON routers and software
applications
Hexa-Pac, a distributor company of packaging and weighing machines,
is a leader in its field in France and wants to provide to its customer the
better service possible. The company offers a wide range of machines, from
electronic sorting machines to palletisers, and from baggers to automatic
staplers for tray packs.
« Our customers mainly come from the agri-food sector, but that includes
an extremely broad and varied spectrum. It includes potato farmers, citrus
fruit growers, onion farmers, and companies that process seafoods or frozen
foods » Guillaume Loonès says, an electrical engineer in charge of design at
Hexa-Pac.
As the group plans to target neighbouring countries in the future, its network
infrastructure has to make the grade of this worldwide collaboration. The
packaging sector has been expertizing in more and more automation and
complex processes. Practically all companies working in this sector make
increasingly complex machines, and even if these might increase the
companies productivity, these also require highly skilled operators.
« A machine breakdown is a major problem for our customers. Many of
them do not have in-house technicians able to quickly identify the cause
of the failure. That is why they count on us to handle the situation. But if
the machine is hundreds of miles away, the technician’s journey wastes a
considerable amount of time and generates a loss of revenue, not only for
the customer but for us as well » states Guillaume Loonès.
« Our machines are known for their quality, but a machine is still just a
machine. A problem can always occur. And when it does, you need to act
very quickly. That is not always easy, especially if the customer is hundreds of
miles away.
But since we started using eWON hardware and software solutions, we can
offer our customers much faster services at a much lower cost without the
need to send out a technician. Everybody wins »

Customer: Hexa-Pac
Country: France
Sector: Packaging
Solution: eWON Cosy 141
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Our customers are as happy as we are.
With eWON, everything is transparent.
Dialogue with the machines is easy, and
problems are diagnosed and above all,
solved quickly

Machines can talk
eWON Cosy 141 and Talk2M

This technology uses Talk2M service which is a cloud-based software
application developed by eWON. A multiple award-winning product, this
solution provides a secure communication route via the Internet between
the user and the remote machine, without altering the computer network at
either end in any way.

Practically all companies working in this sector
make increasingly complex machines, and
even if these might increase the productivity
of companies, these also require highly skilled
operators

The technician making the remote connection can only access his own
machine, and is therefore unable to enter the customer’s local network.
Moreover, each eWON industrial router connects exclusively to the Talk2M
server. An identification system guarantees that the router can only
communicate with the Talk2M server that has the same identification key. A
user can therefore communicate only with eWON routers that are linked to
the operator’s Talk2M account.
Because Hexa-Pac does not only require remote maintenance features,
the company chose the Cosy 141 from eWON’s range of industrial routers.
Cosy is the entry-level model in the eWON industrial router range. It has four
Ethernet ports to connect the machine locally, a WAN Ethernet port for
connection to the Internet via the local network, and a serial port for serial
connection of PLCs.
Our customers are as happy as we are. With eWON, everything is
transparent. Dialogue with the machines is easy, and problems are
diagnosed—and above all, solved—quickly concludes Guillaume Loonès.

For the customer, a interruption in the
machine production is a big issue that
has to be quickly managed
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